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PET listening – The Power of “Star Trek” 
Instructions – Listen to the report about The Power  of “Star Trek” from VOA and fill in the missing wo rds  
 
 
The Power of “Star Trek”  

  

Another movie based on the 1_________ show “Star Trek” recently opened in theatres. “Star Trek Into 

2_________” 

has led to new discussion about the show’s 3_________ on science, technology and society. Christopher Crui

se hasmore. 

                                                     

Star Trek’s 4_________ is well-known to people who have watched the TV series. 

And those who did not can still see the 5_________ model of the Enterprise. It can be seen at 

the Smithsonian Institution’s National Air and Space 6_________ in Washington. 

  

The imaginary 7_________ led to the name of 

the American space agency’s first space 8_________, says museum official MargaretWeitekamp. 

  

“Well, the very first space shuttle was actually named Enterprise as a 9_________ of a write-

in 10_________ organized by Star Trek fans of the 1970s.” 

  

That is just one sign of Star Trek’s 11_________. Ms. Weitekamp recently spoke about the subject in 

a group 12_________ at the museum. She notes that the series was first broadcast in 

the late 1960s, when women and 13_________ were pressing for equalrights. 

  

“Star Trek has been a really important 14_________ not only of what future space flight could look like, 

but also a 15_________ of what the hopes were, especially in the 1960s, 

for what human society could look like. So, very 16_________ in 1966, it’s 

a mixed sex,racially 17_________, multinational space crew that even includes an alien.” 

                       

The first Star Trek series also showed 18_________ that have become reality, says Pace University Professor 

Nancy Reagin. She 19_________ as editor of the book “Star Trek and History.” 

  

“You see the first depiction of 
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a 20_________ screen TV; you see the first depiction of what would call a cell phone. 

I mean thecommunicators – they sort of flip open just like the first 21_________ phone that 

I ever had. You see the first example of Bluetoothtechnology, where Uhura is wearing the 22_________ Blueto

oth in her ear. You see the first use of 23_________, you know, where they’reusing the multi-touch pads.” 

               

Star Trek still excites 24_________, says Mike Gold of Bigelow Aerospace. The company is developing next-

25_________ spacecraft. 

“I’d like to think that our entire program is again very much in 26_________ with the spirit of Star trek, which is 

to push the 27_________ for human exploration.” 

                                      

He says the Bigelow Expander Activity Module will be tested on the 28_________ Space station in 2015. 

The module, called 29_________ for short, is yet another example of Star Trek’s influence. 

The show made famous the words, “Scotty, beam me up.” This was the 30_________ given to 

the engineer who 31_________ teleportation of crewmembers. 

                                                                           

The new film appeals to Star Trek 32_________ old and new. Fans and astronauts, and 

the stars and writers of “Star Trek Into Darkness,” discussed the appeal of the series on 

a 33_________ Hangout. 

                                              

Astronaut Kjell Lindgren said Star Trek fuels the 34_________. 

  

“That’s one of the real fun things about these 35_________ and science fiction in general: 

it’s just that 36_________ to imagine what thefuture could be like and what technology is going to be like.” 

  

 Star Trek has been a part of popular culture for almost 37_________ years. 

And with yet another movie being planned, the series will 

continue to inspire 38_________ to think about space, the final frontier. 
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ANSWERS 

  

Another movie based on the 1television show “Star Trek” recently opened in theatres. “Star Trek Into 

2Darkness” 

has led to new discussion about the show’s 3influence on science, technology and society. Christopher Cruise h

asmore. 

                                                     

Star Trek’s 4spaceship is well-known to people who have watched the TV series. 

And those who did not can still see the 5first model of the Enterprise. It can be seen at 

the Smithsonian Institution’s National Air and Space 6Museum in Washington. 

  

The imaginary 7spacecraft led to the name of 

the American space agency’s first space 8shuttle, says museum official MargaretWeitekamp. 

  

“Well, the very first space shuttle was actually named Enterprise as a 9result of a write-

in 10campaign organized by Star Trek fans of the 1970s.” 

  

That is just one sign of Star Trek’s 11influence. Ms. Weitekamp recently spoke about the subject in 

a group 12discussion at the museum. She notes that the series was first broadcast in 

the late 1960s, when women and 13minorities were pressing for equalrights. 

  

“Star Trek has been a really important 14vision not only of what future space flight could look like, 

but also a 15reflection of what the hopes were, especially in the 1960s, 

for what human society could look like. So, very 16importantly in 1966, it’s 

a mixed sex,racially 17integrated, multinational space crew that even includes an alien.” 

                       

The first Star Trek series also showed 18technologies that have become reality, says Pace University Professor

 Nancy Reagin. She 19served as editor of the book “Star Trek and History.” 

  

“You see the first depiction of a 20plasma screen TV; you see the first depiction of what would call a cell phone. 

I mean thecommunicators – they sort of flip open just like the first 21cell phone that 

I ever had. You see the first example of Bluetoothtechnology, where Uhura is wearing the 22little Bluetooth in he

r ear. You see the first use of 23tablets, you know, where they’reusing the multi-touch pads.” 

               

Star Trek still excites 24engineers, says Mike Gold of Bigelow Aerospace. The company is developing next-

25generation spacecraft. 

“I’d like to think that our entire program is again very much in 26keeping with the spirit of Star trek, which is 

to push the 27boundaries for human exploration.” 
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He says the Bigelow Expander Activity Module will be tested on the 28International Space station in 2015. 

The module, called 29BEAM for short, is yet another example of Star Trek’s influence. 

The show made famous the words, “Scotty, beam me up.” This was the 30command given to 

the engineer who 31controlled teleportation of crewmembers. 

                                                                           

The new film appeals to Star Trek 32fans old and new. Fans and astronauts, and the stars and writers of 

“Star Trek Into Darkness,” discussed the appeal of the series on a 33Google Hangout. 

                                              

Astronaut Kjell Lindgren said Star Trek fuels the 34imagination. 

  

“That’s one of the real fun things about these 35movies and science fiction in general: 

t’s just that 36opportunity to imagine what thefuture could be like and what technology is going to be like.” 

  

 Star Trek has been a part of popular culture for almost 3750 years. And with yet another movie being planned, 

the series will continue to inspire 38people to think about space, the final frontier. 

 

 

 

 


